In synthetic aperture radar (SAR) remote sensing, Differential Tomography (Diff-Tomo) is developing as a powerful crossing of the mature Differential SAR Interferometry and the emerged 3D SAR Tomography. Diff-Tomo produces advanced 4D (3D+Time) SAR imaging capabilities, extensively applied to urban deformation monitoring. More recently, it has been shown that, through Diff-Tomo, identifying temporal spectra of multiple height-distributed decorrelating scatterers, the important decorrelation-robust forest Tomography functionality is possible. To loosen application constraints of the related main experimented full model-based processing, and develop other functionalities, this work presents an adaptive, just semi-parametric, generalized-Capon Diff-Tomo method, first conceived at University of Pisa in 2013, for joint extraction of height and dynamical information of natural distributed (volumetric) scatterers, with its formalization and a series of insights. Particular reference is given to the important functionality of the separation of different decorrelation mechanisms in forest layers. Representative simulated and P-band forest data sample results are also shown. The new Diff-Tomo method is getting a flexible and rich decorrelation-robust Tomography functionality, and is able to profile height-varying temporal decorrelation, for significantly distributed scatterers.
Introduction
In Earth observation by multi-image synthetic aperture radar (SAR) remote sensing [1] [2] [3] [4] , in particular in coherent SAR data combination [3, 4] , Differential SAR Tomography (Diff-Tomo) viz. 4D (3D+Time) SAR Imaging [5] is an emerging SAR processing mode (University of Pisa patent). The 4D Diff-Tomo mode can sense and monitor complex dynamic scenes. In fact, in the last decade, Diff-Tomo has been extensively applied to deformation monitoring in urban areas affected by layover effects. It synergically crosses Differential SAR Interferometry for slow motion, i.e., surface deformation monitoring [6] , whose core is the temporal phase (rate of change) analysis of repeat-pass acquisition coherent data [6] [7] [8] , and 3D SAR Tomography [3, 4, [9] [10] [11] , getting height resolution by spatial spectral analysis [3, 4, 9, 12] of multi-baseline data. The new mode allows for "opening" the SAR cell resolving in a joint height-deformation velocity domain, the 3rd and 4th dimension, respectively, multiple superimposed scatterers [5] . This is obtained by spatio-temporal spectral estimation, typically of superresolution kind [5, 13] , of the common largely gapped baseline-time data.
However, Diff-Tomo applications are not limited to urban deformation monitoring [5, 13] , where the spatio-temporal spectrum to identify is typically discrete, i.e., constituted by two-dimensional lines, diffused 3D Tomography algorithm, the Capon one, to analyze and handle temporal decorrelating scenarios. Specifically the new method, being of the Capon filters class [5, 12] , is also able to output scattering power, i.e., reflectivity values, in place of the plain height estimates of the less general model-based subspace fitting methods. Regarding the functional contribution, reference in this work is given in particular, but is not limited, to developing the important functionality of different temporal decorrelation mechanisms separation in forest layers [1] . In fact, advanced stratigraphic analyses of the height-varying temporal coherence of forest scattering, for characterizations in the framework of spaceborne missions development [11] , are much more useful than classical ensemble analyses [6] . Interestingly, simulations showed particular potential of the new method for this application, and exploration of additional Diff-Tomo functionalities is thus also extended. Real P-band forest data trials are also reported.
The significance of this two-fold contribution lies in the effort to foster the effective application of the modern Diff-Tomo SAR processing framework to natural environments, and the development of Diff-Tomo based advanced information extraction methods for new SAR remote sensing applications.
After presenting the new generalized-Capon Diff-Tomo for non height compact decorrelating scatterers, main conclusions of the work are that the method appears to be effective and offering promising performance, as indicated by the simulated and real data tests, in particular for separation of temporal decorrelation mechanisms, but also for decorrelation-robust Tomography. This can pave the way to large-scale characterization of vertical structure of temporal decorrelation in forest layers, to application of the decorrelation-robust Tomography processing to tall forest areas, and possibly to the future development of other dynamic information extraction applications in naturally distributed (volumetric) scattering scenarios.
Space-Time Generalized Capon Method
The method, semi-parametric adaptive spatio-temporal Diff-Tomo, was first hinted in References [1, 16] and is presented with its formalization here. It is super-resolving yet non-parametric in height, to get higher flexibility for volumetric and other distributed scatterers applications, still exploiting the higher-order processing incorporation of a spectral model of the decorrelation in the temporal frequency domain [15] . Reference in this work is to the long-term decorrelation, although the method can be extended, including a short-term decorrelation model [5, 14] .
LetR be the usual multilook-estimated covariance matrix [4, 5, 9] of the multi-baseline repeat-pass calibrated data vector, collecting in column-stacked form the corresponding complex pixels for the SAR cell of interest. Additionally, let a( f S , f T ) be the space-time steering vector [5, 13] determined by the baseline-time acquisition sampling pattern. Parameters f S , f T are the generic spatial frequency, coding height, and temporal frequency; they are normalized to the Rayleigh and Fourier frequency resolution [5] , respectively. The space-time steering vector codes the form of the data vector component corresponding to a scattering part from a point-like or more generally height-compact scattering component located at (height) f S , and with temporal frequency f T , whether from deterministic uniform motion or originated by decorrelation. This data vector component form is a complex two-dimensional space-time harmonic, sampled according to the baselines and acquisition times [5, 15] . The starting point of the new Diff-Tomo method is array processing for direction of arrival estimation exploiting a spatial spectrum model [12] , a concept that is applied here to the temporal dimension, and extended to the two-dimensional Diff-Tomo processing.
In fact, the spatio-temporal spectrum, i.e., power spectral density (PSD) of a height-extended typically volumetric scattering distribution, affected by temporal decorrelation that can be height-varying [1, 15, 16] , can be considered as the height-continuous superposition of elemental spatio-temporal spectral components that are line shaped in height and continuous in the temporal frequency domain. These elemental spectral components, which are slices of the total spatio-temporal spectrum, are hereafter referred to as ridges, and are shaped in the temporal frequency domain according to the temporal decorrelation behavior. Here, without loss of generality, we will consider the model for typical long-term decorrelation, with exponential autocorrelation of the complex scattering [6] and thus first order auto-regressive (AR) temporal spectrum [15] . This model was conceived starting from physical considerations of vegetation growth motions and scatterer birth and death processes and validated with real data [6] . It is statistically stationary, simple, and not exhaustive, yet it is very diffused [1, 15, 16] , being well representative, effectively capturing the bulk of decorrelation phenomena, and using a single characterizing parameter. This is the long-term coherence time that is here allowed to be height varying, τ C ( f S ), and is normalized to the revisit time. The corresponding temporal frequency bandwidth B T ( f S ), two-sided, referred at −3 dB, and normalized to the Fourier resolution, is equal to (N rp −1)/[πτ C ( f S )], with N rp the number of passes [15] , possibly multistatic/pursuit. The temporal frequency bandwidth here constitutes the fourth dimension of the Diff-Tomo estimation problem, beyond the classical third dimension, the tomographic height. A spatio-temporal spectral support and supports of ridge components are exemplified in Figure 1 . A possible non-null temporal frequency centroid [15] f T ( f S ) can also be included, representing a fifth parameter, capturing long-term average motion or other linear trends of collective phase shift. The temporal frequency shape (temporal PSD) of the generic ridge can thus be coded, after normalization to unit area, as
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Remote Sens. 2019, 11, 412 5 of 9 when adopting a stationary decorrelation model as done here. In fact, dyad a( f S , ν T )a H ( f S , ν T ), merely coding in complex, i.e., phasor form the baseline phase shifts corresponding to the height f S and the temporal phase shifts related to the generic temporal frequency ν T , is the spatio-temporal covariance matrix corresponding to a generic single space-time harmonic comprehended by the modeled ridge. Since these harmonics, originated by the temporal decorrelation, are mutually uncorrelated, as known for any stationary random process, the various dyads sum up, scaled by the corresponding weight factor constituted by the temporal PSD of the modeled ridge S M (ν T ; f S , f T , B T ). The model normalized spatio-temporal covariance matrix has also explicit closed-form formulation
In this formulation, is the Hadamard element-by-element product, and the elements of the temporal-only model matrix R TM are the samples of the temporal normalized autocorrelation i.e., coherence function, for the height-varying parameter B T . For the stationary model, these samples are simply taken at the time lags determined by the time acquisition pattern. This explicit formulation codes the fact that the normalized covariance matrix of a temporal decorrelating scatterering element, which is the temporal-only matrix R TM in the case of null height and null temporal frequency centroid, merely includes on R TM the proper phasor rotations according to the baseline-time pattern, when the height is shifted to f S and the temporal frequency centroid is shifted to f T . Note that this second formulation of the ridge model covariance matrix, in addition to be computationally useful, is more general than Equation (2), also comprehending the case of a possible non-stationary decorrelation model. However, this possibility is not exploited here. In fact, a simple analytical model of this kind is not yet available, and would lead to too many unknown parameters beyond B T , and to possible identifiability problems. Nevertheless, the generalized-Capon Diff-Tomo solution that is derived has a general structure validity. The solution of filtering design (1) is obtained in particular in closed form, by straightforward Lagrange formulation along the lines of [12] , leading to the generalized eigenvalue problem of matrix pencil (R, R M ( f S , f T , B T )). A 5D Diff-Tomo functional is thus obtained, exploiting the maximum eigenvalue λ max ofR −1 R M ( f S , f T , B T ), furnishing the output power P GC ( f S , f T , B T ) versus the parameters, that can be of interest or nuisance according to the application. The functional reduces to 4D if the a priori information of null f T [15] can be exploited. Notably, for each height, i.e., f S of interest, and possibly temporal centroid f T , maximization over the bandwidth allows collecting all the corresponding scattering power, otherwise spread over the temporal frequencies. At the same time, the bandwidth value maximizing the functional furnishes an estimate of the temporal decorrelation level for the height at hand, i.e., of B T ( f S ) or of the corresponding τ C ( f S ). This results, in addition to the advanced functionality of temporal decorrelation profiling in the height dimension, in achieving the temporal decorrelation-robust Tomography functionality. Generalized-Capon decorrelation-robust Tomography should be more flexible than the previous generalized-MUSIC based one [15] , in that it is non-parametric in height; still, being the new method of the adaptive Capon class [5, 12] , it should have leakage reduction and thus super-resolution capabilities. Interestingly, the method can be considered as an optimized evolution of the empirical temporal frequency integral concept in Reference [14] .
Sample Simulated and P-Band Data Results
A simulated example of behaviour of the generalized-Capon Diff-Tomo method is reported in Figure 2 , showing a realization of output power, in linear scale and normalized to the maximum output, vs. f S , B T , with f T = 0, from baseline-irregular multi-static data. The simulation regards a baseline-time sampling with three tracks repeated N rp = 10 times [15] , for a 128 looks cell with a 1 Rayleigh unit thick, i.e., non-compact, volume scatterer, almost height uniform (Gaussian tapering, −0.5 dB at top and bottom heights). SNR is 15 dB, and long-term decorrelation increases, as typically expected, along the height, with minimum B T = 0.25(τ C = 11.5, mild condition) and maximum B T = 1.75(τ C = 1.6), as in Figure 1 . Noteworthy, the reported reflectivity information output cannot be produced by generalized-MUSIC, which furnishes height fitting degrees only [15] . Moreover, it can be seen how, finding the temporal bandwidth maximizing the generalized-Capon functional for Remote Sens. 2019, 11, 412 6 of 9 increasing heights, i.e., extracting the location of the maximum value in each horizontal line of the picture in Figure 2 , an estimateB T ( f S ) can be obtained, as marked by the green superimposed plot. The temporal bandwidth estimated profile well resembles the true linearly varying values, although Montecarlo analysis showed some bias, especially at low bandwidths.
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The temporal bandwidth estimated profile well resembles the true linearly varying values, although Montecarlo analysis showed some bias, especially at low bandwidths. Additionally, it is interesting that, especially at the higher heights with strong decorrelation, increasing the temporal bandwidth parameter the output power sensibly raises w.r.t. the Capon Tomography [9, 15] . This is a sign of the robustness to decorrelation of generalized-Capon based Tomography, also achieved for a non-compact scatterer.
Notably, in addition to the production of the reflectivity information, generalized-Capon is also superior to generalized-MUSIC for a mere height localization of the simulated decorrelating Rayleigh-thick scatterer. In fact, Montecarlo analysis of the estimation accuracy of the height centroid yielded a standard deviation (std) of 0.21 Rayleigh units for the generalized-MUSIC decorrelationrobust Tomography, and a significantly lower std of 0.06 Rayleigh units for the generalized-Capon one.
In Figure 3 , sample results are also reported for a multilook cell of the real P-band boreal forest data, HV-pol., from the ESA -DLR Remningstorp airborne campaign BioSAR-1, with mild long-term decorrelation [1, 16] . Acquisition baseline-time pattern is quasi-multistatic [15] Figure 3(a) . The two black cross markers on the optimized power peaks in the S T f , f domain correspond to the ground scatterer and the canopy scattering centroid. The canopy scatterer is weaker than the ground one as typical at P-band [1, 11] , and the two scatterers are sub-Rayleigh resolved, i.e., super-resolved although not sharply. The slightly non-null and different temporal frequency centroid T f values corresponding to the two scatterers may be due to mere estimation errors, residual miscalibration, or trends of phase shifts from physical phenomena that are not explored here. Additionally, it is interesting that, especially at the higher heights with strong decorrelation, increasing the temporal bandwidth parameter the output power sensibly raises w.r.t. the B T = 0 case at the origin of the bandwidth axis in Figure 2 , which, being f T = 0 as well, corresponds to plain 3D Capon Tomography [9, 15] . This is a sign of the robustness to decorrelation of generalized-Capon based Tomography, also achieved for a non-compact scatterer.
Notably, in addition to the production of the reflectivity information, generalized-Capon is also superior to generalized-MUSIC for a mere height localization of the simulated decorrelating Rayleigh-thick scatterer. In fact, Montecarlo analysis of the estimation accuracy of the height centroid yielded a standard deviation (std) of 0.21 Rayleigh units for the generalized-MUSIC decorrelation-robust Tomography, and a significantly lower std of 0.06 Rayleigh units for the generalized-Capon one.
In Figure 3 , sample results are also reported for a multilook cell of the real P-band boreal forest data, HV-pol., from the ESA -DLR Remningstorp airborne campaign BioSAR-1, with mild long-term decorrelation [1, 16] . Acquisition baseline-time pattern is quasi-multistatic [15] with N rp = 3 passes of three non-simultaneous tracks each, with two month total time span, and processed looks are 17 × 71 (rg.,az.). The output generalized-Capon power, in arbitrary units, after optimization of the bandwidth parameter for varying f S , f T is shown in Figure 3a . The two black cross markers on the optimized power peaks in the f S , f T domain correspond to the ground scatterer and the canopy scattering centroid. The canopy scatterer is weaker than the ground one as typical at P-band [1, 11] , and the two scatterers are sub-Rayleigh resolved, i.e., super-resolved although not sharply. The slightly non-null and different temporal frequency centroid f T values corresponding to the two scatterers may be due to mere estimation errors, residual miscalibration, or trends of phase shifts from physical phenomena that are not explored here. Figure 3b reports the optimized parameterB T ( f S , f T ) that produced the previous output. Reading the fit temporal bandwidth, now color-coded and expressed in cycles/months, at the detected power peaks (see the reported markers), a low estimateB T is obtained for the ground, and a larger B T for the canopy. This is in agreement with the canopy scatterer being the expected more quickly decorrelating one. Far from power peaks, where no significant scattering contribution is present, fitting locks to thermal noise. Application of the method to three land hectares of BioSAR-1 data yielded averageτ C =6 and 13 months for canopy and ground, respectively. These results are consistent with and complement values from dedicated ground-based radar-array tower ESA experiments. Remote Sens. 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 9 (a) (b) The experimental indications that can be drawn from these simulated and real data tests are that the semi-parametric adaptive generalized-Capon Diff-Tomo method is able both to profile heightvarying temporal decorrelation, and to also get the decorrelation-robust Tomography functionality for height-distributed non-compact scatterers, with super-resolution and outputting power distributions along height, as targeted.
Discussion and Conclusions
The reported results illustrated and proved the concept of semi-parametric adaptive Diff-Tomo processing by a space-time generalized-Capon algorithm. It was shown that it is possible to jointly estimate heights, temporal bandwidths, and possibly temporal frequency centroids, of interest (or nuisance yet important) in various natural scenarios with distributed scatterers and temporal decorrelation, without resorting to a particular height distribution model. This overcomes possible application constraints of the fully model-based generalized-MUSIC Diff-Tomo in Reference [15] , matched to compact scatterers. Moreover, again significantly improving over the previous method [15] , the presented generalized-Capon Diff-Tomo, in addition to be more flexible as exemplified by the height accuracy simulated comparison, outputs power values viz. reflectivity estimates. The capability of producing quantitative scattering distributions, in particular in the height domain, in place of plain height estimates not associated to reflectivity values, further enlarges the application possibilities. In fact, generalized-Capon also constitutes a temporal decorrelation-robustified version of plain 3D Capon, as noted from the simulated output power comparison.
On the other hand, for specific applications like mere height localization, robust in presence of temporal decorrelation, in the particular non-frequent condition of compact scatterers, the fully model-based processing [15] may be more accurate. Lower variance of the height estimates can be achieved according to scatterer thinness exploiting the correctly or reasonably matched height model, i.e., exploiting a-priori information. Nevertheless, semi-parametric adaptive generalized-Capon DiffTomo appears to be globally more promising. It opens the possibility of applying Diff-Tomo remote The experimental indications that can be drawn from these simulated and real data tests are that the semi-parametric adaptive generalized-Capon Diff-Tomo method is able both to profile height-varying temporal decorrelation, and to also get the decorrelation-robust Tomography functionality for height-distributed non-compact scatterers, with super-resolution and outputting power distributions along height, as targeted.
On the other hand, for specific applications like mere height localization, robust in presence of temporal decorrelation, in the particular non-frequent condition of compact scatterers, the fully model-based processing [15] may be more accurate. Lower variance of the height estimates can be achieved according to scatterer thinness exploiting the correctly or reasonably matched height model, i.e., exploiting a-priori information. Nevertheless, semi-parametric adaptive generalized-Capon Diff-Tomo appears to be globally more promising. It opens the possibility of applying Diff-Tomo remote sensing to a wider range of natural distributed typically volumetric scattering scenarios. Additionally, it can allow developing new remote sensing applications, based on functionalities going beyond the already advanced decorrelation-robust Tomography in References [15, 16] , exploiting the peculiar estimates of temporal bandwiths and possibly temporal frequency centroids. In sum, the presented method appears to be more flexible, can be generally better performing, and produces richer output than the first Diff-Tomo based robust Tomography concept originated for particular forest scenes in [15, 16] , for more general tall forests or different applications, in other scenarios or related to dynamic information extraction.
In conclusion, accounting for the current sample simulated and the real data results, generalized-Capon Diff-Tomo appears to exhibit particularly promising performance for the functionality of decorrelation profiling in forest layers; first-cut more extended simulated analyses including a monostatic case and additional presence of short-term decorrelation are also positive in this direction. The P-band real airborne boreal forest data tests also indicate possible applications for a decorrelation-robust Tomography more general than that in References [15, 16] , in terms particularly of the retrieved information, i.e., reflectivity distribution in addition to height localization, yet also of the handleable canopy thickness, or for other Diff-Tomo dynamic information extraction functionalities, especially for natural scenarios. Future research is in order, in particular on extensive simulated characterizations of the generalized-Capon Diff-Tomo method, including further height localization accuracy comparisons with generalized-MUSIC, and on developing the large-scale application of generalized-Capon for phenomenological analyses of vertical structure of forest temporal decorrelation. Extension of its application for decorrelation-robust Tomography with reflectivity output will also be considered, together with an investigation of possible trends of phase shift, and method tuning and application to other types of forests and scenes. Funding: This research received no external funding.
